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Keeping an Eye
On Your Asset

The ocean is the least monitored area on the planet. **Ocean Finder makes the ocean more visible to you.**

Ocean Finder is a unique and innovative self-ordering service delivering fast satellite-based maritime detection and identification reports to monitor ships and activity at sea. Using the latest space assets and maritime expertise, we improve crew and cargo safety.

This service provides ship information reports over surfaces and locations defined by the user, as one single image or on a regular basis.

**How can Ocean Finder help you?**

**Detect illegal activities:** Enables ship classification and highlights dark vessels.

**Relocate hijacked boat:** Tracking an emergency to ensure safety of your fleet.

**Manage your fleet:** Our service enables you to get an overall picture of your ships.

**Ensure safety in hostile areas:** Tracking your vessel during a particular period of time.

**Search and rescue operation**

**24/7 operations:** Coming soon

**Case Study: Hijacked ARIS 13 oil tanker rapidly located**

On 13 March 2017, Somalian pirates captured the ARIS 13 oil tanker and its crew members. Once onboard, the pirates disabled the AIS. CSO Alliance quickly activated Ocean Finder. Thanks to the expertise of the Airbus maritime team and their access to satellite imagery, the boat was found within two days. The rapid identification of their location meant the cargo, crew and ship were safely rescued.

“It is the willingness of Airbus to engage at speed and provide accurate and relevant outputs in times of stress that is helping to shape our relationship.”

Mark Sutcliffe, Director CSO Alliance

**Key Features**

This service conveniently packages the following steps:

- **Self-selection of the appropriate product depending on the kind of ship to be detected/identified.**
- **Satellite sensor activation with the relevant priority to ensure a successful mission.**
- **Report production, including AIS signal correlation to pinpoint non-reporting assets.**

It can be activated:

- **In routine mode, for background intelligence, as a one-off or on a regular basis.**
- **For planned or unplanned operations. Rapid delivery can be activated to ensure the information is as fresh as possible for users.**